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The interferometric view of Herbig Ae/Be stars
Stefan Kraus
Abstract In this contribution I review how optical
interferometry has contributed to shaping our under-
standing of the class of Herbig Ae/Be stars and of their
associated circumstellar disks. I discuss the evidence
for an optically-thin cavity in the inner few astronom-
ical units (au) and a “puffed-up rim” near the dust
sublimation radius and how these observations helped
to establish the current generation of irradiated disk
models. Multi-wavelength interferometric observations
also revealed systems with clear signatures of grain
growth and dynamically-cleared disk gaps, tracing im-
portant stages of disk evolution and of ongoing planet
formation. I discuss the new opportunities provided
by spectro-interferometry, which enables detailed stud-
ies on the gas distribution and velocity field on sub-au
scales, resulting in constrains on the accretion prop-
erties of the system and the disk excitation structure.
Finally, I outline some of the open questions and loose
ends in current interferometric studies, and how these
might point towards new disk physics.
Keywords Herbig Ae/Be stars; protoplanetary disks;
accretion; star formation; planet formation
1 Introduction
While it is well established that dust grains are
responsible for the infrared excess emission in the
intermediate-mass Herbig Ae/Be (HAeBe) stars, the
three-dimensional distribution of this material is still
being debated. Until recently, the spatial scales of the
inner circumstellar environment (a few astronomical
units) were not accessible to optical and infrared imag-
ing observations, and conclusions drawn on the spatial
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the disk components that have been stud-
ied with NIR and MIR long-baseline interferometry, both
in spectral lines (top) and in the dust continuum emission
(bottom).
distribution of the circumstellar material were, in most
cases, entirely based on the modeling of the spectral
energy distribution (SED). However, as demonstrated
by Thamm et al. (1994) and others, these SED model
fits are highly ambiguous, and only the combination of
SED modeling with high-resolution imaging can pro-
vide crucial constraints on the real geometry of the
circumstellar matter.
Interferometry at visual and infrared wavelengths al-
lows us, for the first time, to study the distribution
of the circumstellar gas and dust in HAeBe stars di-
rectly, probing fundamental aspects of our paradigm
of disk structure and physics (Fig. 1). In this paper
I will review how these observations have started to
guide our understanding of this intruiging object class.
Near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared (MIR) interfer-
ometry provided exciting new constraints on the disk
structure near the dust-sublimation rim (Sect. 2) and
in the extended disk at intermediate disk radii out to
a few tens of astronomical units (Sect. 3). Interferom-
2etry has also allows us to detect and characterise gaps
and disk asymmetries (Sect. 4), providing potentially
an important link to planet formation theories. An-
other promising research field is to use interferometry
with high spectral dispersion in order to constrain the
dust mineralogy (Sect. 5) and gas kinematics in differ-
ent diagnostic spectral lines (Sect. 6). Finally, I will dis-
cuss interferometric studies related to the multiplicity
of Herbig stars (Sect. 7), before concluding in section 8.
Throughout the paper I will focus on the (already
rather extensive) work that has been done on HAeBe
stars, while results on TTauri stars, FUOrionis stars,
and supergiant-B[e] stars are out of the scope of this
paper.
2 Disk structure near the dust sublimation
radius
Already the first infrared interferometric observations
on Herbig stars with the IOTA (Millan-Gabet et al.
1999, 2001) and PTI (Akeson et al. 2000) interferom-
eter were able to measure the characteristic sizes of a
large number of Herbig disks at NIR wavelengths (H-
and K-band). Combining the light of just two tele-
scopes, these early observations were not able to con-
strain the detailed brightness distribution, but derived
the characteristic size of the emitting region by fitting
simple geometric models (e.g. rings or Gaussians) to the
measured visibility amplitudes. In general, the mea-
sured disk sizes were larger than predicted by the vis-
cous accretion disk models that were commonly used
at that time and that extended inwards to the stellar
surface (e.g. Hillenbrand et al. 1992). These observa-
tional results triggered further theoretical work on irra-
diated disk models with a dust-free central cavity and
a frontally-heated “puffed-up” inner disk rim (Natta
et al. 2001; Dullemond et al. 2001). The puffed-up rim
might also cast a shadow on the outer disk regions, with
strong implications on the dust temperature in the more
extended disk.
Monnier and Millan-Gabet (2002) collected NIR disk
size measurements from different surveys and plotted
the measured disk sizes as function of stellar luminosity.
The resulting “size-luminosity diagram” (Fig. 2a) shows
that the disk sizes scale roughly with the square-root
of the stellar luminosity, providing support to the idea
that the NIR emission is dominated by the emission
from the dust sublimation rim.
One interesting result from these studies is that low-
mass objects (. 20L⊙) tend to be more extended than
the predicted sublimation radius (Fig. 2a). Pinte et al.
(2008) showed that this effect can likely be explained by
Fig. 2 Some of the evidence indicating large NIR con-
tinuum contributions from inside of the dust sublimation
rim: (a) The size-luminosity diagram reveal a population
of “undersized” Herbig Be stars, with sizes smaller than
the expected dust-sublimation radius (Monnier et al. 2005);
(b) Combined NIR+MIR interferometry on MWC147 con-
strainted the temperature distribution in the disk, indicat-
ing the presence of a very hot emission component located
inside of the dust rim (Kraus et al. 2008a); (c) CHARA
interferometry at baselines & 200m has shown that the vis-
ibility profile of MWC275 does not exhibit a pronounced
2nd lobe, suggesting a smooth intensity profile instead of a
sharp opacity change near the dust rim (Tannirkulam et al.
2008); (d) VLTI imaging of HR5999 found significant NIR
emission from close to the star, even after the photospheric
contributions were subtracted (Kluska et al. 2014).
3the fact that the fractional contributions from scattered
light should increase for stars of later spectral type.
Cooler stars radiate a larger fraction of their bolometric
luminosity at NIR wavelengths and the direct thermal
emission therefore decreases faster with radius than the
scattered light contributions.
High-luminosity Herbig Be stars, on the other hand,
tend to be “undersized” compared to the expected dust
sublimation radius (Fig. 2a). Several effects have been
proposed to explain this effect:
(a) Gas absorption in the inner disk could shield the
dust partially from the stellar radiation and thus al-
low dust to exist closer to the star (Monnier and
Millan-Gabet 2002; Muzerolle et al. 2004).
(b) Gas emission contributions from inside of the dust
sublimation rim could contribute to the NIR excess
and make the object appear more compact (Eisner
et al. 2004; Kraus et al. 2009b).
(c) Highly refractory dust grain species with subli-
mation temperatures far beyond 2000K might be
able to survive well inside of the conventional dust
sublimation zone for Silicate or Carbonaceous dust
(Benisty et al. 2010a).
Each of these effects could contribute to the measured
small disk sizes, but further efforts both in modelling
and observation will be needed in order to identify the
dominant effect. Modelling-related open questions are
whether the gas opacities and the scale height of the
gas disk are sufficiently high in order to provide efficient
shielding (scenario a) and whether the gas would result
in molecular emission features that are not observed in
the SED (scenario b). For scenario c, it is not clear yet
which dust species could survive at the required high
temperatures.
Following the first generation of interferometry sur-
veys outlined above, more detailed studies were con-
ducted and aimed to constrain both the radial inten-
sity profile and the disk inclination angle for individual
objects. Eisner et al. (2004) measured the inclination
for about a dozen of HAeBe stars. Kreplin et al. (2013)
addressed the origin of the UXOrionis-type brightness
variability that is observed in some Herbig stars. It has
been proposed that such photometric variability could
be caused by obscurations of the central star in an al-
most edge-on disk. The team observed the HerbigAe
star KKOphiuchus and measured an inclination an-
gle of 70◦, which is consistent with the prediction that
UXOri objects are seen under large inclination angles
and that the observed variability might be caused by
orbiting clouds passing through the line of sight.
During the last decade, new observational capabil-
ities have become available that allow us now to step
beyond size and elongation measurements and to ob-
tain more detailed information about the disk structure
near the dust sublimation zone. The most significant
advancements in this respect came from:
Phase closure interferometry: Combining 3 or
more telescopes, IOTA, VLTI, and CHARA have en-
abled phase closure observations, which provide a good
measure for asymmetries in the brightness distribution.
The first IOTA closure phases on YSOs (with rela-
tively short baseline lengths) revealed small phase sig-
nals that were in most cases consistent with a centro-
symmetric brightness distribution (Millan-Gabet et al.
2006; Monnier et al. 2006). This result was interpreted
as evidence that the dust sublimation rim is less sharp
than predicted by rim models with a perfectly vertical
truncated disk rim (Dullemond et al. 2001). More de-
tailed studies with longer baselines were conducted on
individual objects. For instance, Kraus et al. (2009a)
measured significant non-zero closure phase signals on
RCoronae Australis. The visibility and closure phase
signals also varied systematically with baseline posi-
tion angle, which could be modelled with a curved rim
model that takes the gas pressure-dependence of the
dust sublimation temperature into account (Isella and
Natta 2005).
Phase closure observations with good uv-coverage
enable also the reconstruction of model-independent
interferometric images. First YSO imaging results
have been presented on IRAS13481-6124 (Kraus et al.
2010), MWC275 (=HD163296, Renard et al. 2010), and
HR5999 (Benisty et al. 2010a; Kluska et al. 2014). The
images generally confirm the modelling results that the
emission is more compact than the expected location
of the dust sublimation rim for commonly assumed Sil-
icate sublimation temperatures of ∼ 1500K. Also, the
image on HR5999 shows larger flux contributions than
just the photospheric flux inside of the dust sublima-
tion rim. Kluska et al. (2014) applied a method that
subtracts the chromatic contributions from the star and
thereby allows to combine data taken over a wider wave-
length range. Their study determines that 60% of the
K-band flux in HR5999 origins from inside of the dust
rim, far exceeding the 22% that have been determined
with SED modelling (Fig. 2d).
Multi-wavelength interferometry: With the ad-
vent of spectrally dispersed interferometry (spectro-
interferometry), it has become possible to constrain
also the temperature distribution of the emitting ma-
terial. First constraints on the temperature distribu-
tion in HAeBe stars were obtained by fitting the visi-
bility slope within the K-band (Eisner et al. 2007). Us-
ing a disk model with temperature power law (T (r) ∝
4Tin(R/Rin)
−α), they found α values between 0.4 and
1.0, where early-type stars show a slightly steeper tem-
perature gradient. In order to address the question of
the “undersized” Herbig Be stars, Kraus et al. (2008a)
studied the Herbig Be star MWC147 with combined
NIR+MIR interferometry. MIDI and AMBER obser-
vations revealed the presence of two temperature com-
ponents that could be modelled with a hot, viscously
heated accretion disk component inside of the dust sub-
limation radius plus an irradiated disk (Fig. 2b). These
results add support to the idea that the surprisingly
compact emission in some Herbig Be stars might be
due to optically thick gas located inside of the dust
sublimation radius.
Interferometry on longer baselines: The first
generation of interferometric measurements on YSOs
were conducted with relatively short baselines (.
100m) and probed only the first lobe of the visibility
function. A major advancement can be expected from
observations at longer baselines, for instance with the
CHARA array that offers baselines up to 330m. Obser-
vations on the Herbig stars MWC275 and ABAurigae
have been presented (Tannirkulam et al. 2008) and re-
vealed a very low fringe contrast on the longest base-
lines (Fig. 2c), indicating that the radial emission pro-
file at the dust sublimation rim is not as sharp as pre-
dicted by dust rim models.
All of the aforementioned results reinforce the find-
ing that the current disk models still lack continuum
emission originating from inside of the dust sublimation
radius, which might be related either to gas located in-
side of the dust rim, unconventional dust grain species,
or another physical effect that has not been identified
yet. Recently, new models of dusty disk winds (Bans
and Ko¨nigl 2012) and magnetically-support disk atmo-
spheres (Turner et al. 2014) have been presented. In
these models, dust is lifted by magnetic forces out of
the disk plane and might add opacity close to star for
systems seen under inclination. It will be essential to
test such models with observations at very high spatial
frequencies.
3 Disk structure in the extended disk
The NIR visibility profiles of many HAeBe stars reveal
the presence of very extended NIR emission, as indi-
cated by a drop of the visibility function at very short
spatial frequencies. This extended emission can con-
tribute up to ∼ 30% of the total H and K-band flux in
some systems (e.g. Kraus et al. 2009a) and is typically
distributed over a few hundred milliarcseconds to a few
arcseconds (Leinert et al. 2001). The physical origin of
the emission is still debated, but it might correspond to
scattered light from the outer disk (Pinte et al. 2008),
from an halo in which the disk is embedded, or the
walls of an outflow cone. Making further progress on
this field will require systematic studies on a larger sam-
ple of disks, with the goal to reveal correlations with
the stellar mass, dust properties, the global disk geom-
etry (e.g. flared versus self-shadowed) or evolutionary
stage of the system.
Another efficient method for tracing the disk regions
beyond the dust sublimation rim is mid-infrared inter-
ferometry, for instance in the N -band that is acces-
sible with the VLTI/MIDI instrument and the Keck
Nuller. This wavelength regime traces dust at temper-
atures down to ∼ 300K, probing also the potentially
flared disk regions on tens of astronomical units (Fig. 3,
left). MIR interferometry has been used to test SED-
based classification schemes about the disk flaring prop-
erties, such as the scheme by Meeus et al. (2001). In the
scheme, Group I disks have a flat or rising mid-infrared
SED, while Group II disks show a strong decline in the
MIR. It has been proposed that Group I objects con-
stitute flared disks, while Group II disks exhibit a flat
or self-shadowed geometry, where the material near the
dust sublimation rim casts a shadow on the outer disk.
Interferometric studies confirm this idea: The MIDI
survey by Leinert et al. (2004) showed that the MIR-
emitting size of seven HAeBe stars correlates with the
mid-infrared (12-25µm) spectral slope, where Group I
sources exhibit systematically larger sizes than Group II
sources. More quantitative results were obtained us-
ing radiative transfer simulations on individual sources.
For instance, di Folco et al. (2009) modelled MIDI data
on the Group I source ABAurigae and found a disk
flaring index of β = 1.27 ± 0.025, which is consistent
with the predicted value for a passive irradiated disk
(β = 9/7 ≈ 1.29, Chiang and Goldreich 1997). These
authors also showed that the flaring index and the disk
scale height at 100 au (h100 = 8 ± 0.5 au) were much
better constrained by fitting the MIDI and SED data
than by fitting the SED data alone. Keck interfero-
metric observations on the Group II source MWC325,
on the other hand, found a much lower flaring index
(0.85 ± 0.13, Ragland et al. 2012), consistent with a
self-shadowed disk.
Recently, Maaskant et al. (2013) proposed an alter-
native scenario, where the SED-shape in Group I ob-
jects relates not necessarily to a flared disk geometry,
but could indicate a gapped disk structure instead (sim-
ilar to the pre-transitional disks that will be discussed in
Sect. 4). It should be possible to test this scenario using
5Fig. 3 Comparison of the SED and disk structure of classical “full” HAeBe disks (left) and pre-transitional disks (right).
Following Wien’s law, the shortest wavelength trace the hottest material closest to the star. For pre-transitional disks, a
significant deficit in MIR emission is observed, which is interpreted as evidence for extended gaps in these systems, possibly
revealing the presence of planets in these systems.
the improved uv-coverage and wavelength coverage (L,
M , and N -band) that will be provided by the VLTI
2nd-generation instrument MATISSE. Further studies
should also be able to reveal whether Group I and
Group II sources form an evolutionary sequence. Based
on the idea that Group I have a flared and Group II
have a flat geometry, Dullemond and Dominik (2004)
proposed that disks might starts out with a flaring
shape (Group I disks) and then go through the process
of grain growth, causing the optical depth of the disk to
drop and the disk to become self-shadowed (Group II
disks). In the scenario by Maaskant et al., on the other
hand, Group I and II disks do not form an evolutionary
sequence, but both evolve from the primordial flaring
disks as common ancestor.
4 Disk gaps and asymmetries
As the disk evolves, different mechanisms will start
to disperse the disk material through viscous spread-
ing, mass-loss in winds, photoevaporation, and other
mechanisms (Alexander et al. 2013). Another impor-
tant mechanism might be dynamical clearing by newly-
formed planets, which could result in extended disk
gaps. The planets are also expected to trigger asym-
metric structures, such as spiral waves or disk warps.
A class of disk that might be affected by such planet-
related clearing processes are the transitional and pre-
transitional disks. These disks have a strong far-
infrared excess, but a strongly reduced near-infrared
or mid-infrared excess, which is often interpreted as
evidence for the presence of holes or gaps in these
objects (Fig. 3, right). Interferometry has started to
make important contributions towards understanding
the structure of these objects. Evidence for disk gaps
has been detected in four pre-transitional disks, in-
cluding V1247Orionis (Kraus et al. 2013), HD100546
(Benisty et al. 2010b; Tatulli et al. 2011; Mulders et al.
2013; Panic´ et al. 2014), TChamaeleontis (Olofsson
et al. 2011, 2013), and SAO206462 (Fedele et al. 2008;
Carmona et al. 2014). These disks exhibit very narrow
optically thick inner components near the dust sublima-
tion radius (width ∼ 0.1 au), followed by a gap and an
optically thick outer disk that extends from a few tens
of astronomical units outwards. V1247Orionis is excep-
tional in the sense that the gap region is filled with large
amount of optically thin material, which lead to the
proposal that this object might exhibit an earlier stage
of disk clearing than the other pre-transitional disks
that have been studies with this approach so far (Kraus
et al. 2013). Even earlier stages of gap-opening might
be observed in the classical Herbig Ae stars HD179218
(Fedele et al. 2008) and HD139614 (Matter et al. 2014),
where the modelling of MIDI data suggests inhomo-
geneities in the intensity profile that might indicate ei-
ther narrow disk gaps or shadowed regions behind the
dust sublimation rim. By contrast, TWHydrae seems
to be in a particularly late stage of disk evolution, with
a highly depleted inner in the inner 2.5 au and large
dust grains that are settled towards the disk mid-plane
(Eisner et al. 2006; Ratzka et al. 2007; Akeson et al.
2011; Arnold et al. 2012; Menu et al. 2014).
A particularly intriguing result has been the detec-
tion of non-zero phase signals in pre-transitional disks,
indicating asymmetries in the brightness distribution.
6Given the poor uv-coverage, it is often not possible to
reconstruct a model-independent image of the asym-
metries, but geometric models are employed to repro-
duce the measured phase signals. For instance, the NIR
aperture masking observations on LkCa 15 (Kraus and
Ireland 2012) could be reproduced with a simple com-
panion model, where the detected companion might
even be in the planetary-mass regime. Observations
on TChamaeleontis have also been interpreted with a
companion scenario (Hue´lamo et al. 2011), even though
it has been proposed that the phase signals could also
be reproduced with the emission from heated dust at
the inner wall of the outer disk (Olofsson et al. 2013).
Another interesting case is the pre-transitional disk of
V1247Orionis, where strong asymmetries were detected
in multiple filters (H+K ′+L′ band) yet the amplitude
and direction of the asymmetry changes between the
different filters. This is not consistent with a single-
companion interpretation but likely indicates complex
density structures in the disk itself.
Recent studies also started to explore how the struc-
ture of the dust disk affects the physical conditions of
the line-emitting gas. For instance, Carmona et al.
(2014) presented gas+dust radiative transfer simula-
tions of the disk of SAO206462 and showed that the
profile of the CO 4.7µm line depends strongly on the
structure of the inner dust disk. Modelling the line
profiles and NIR continuum structure simultaneously
allowed them to derive the gas-to-dust ratio and the
gas surface density for different regions in the disk.
5 Dust mineralogy constraints
The mid-infrared N -band contains also several im-
portant dust opacity features that can be accessed
with spectrally dispersed mid-infrared interferometric
instruments. First observations on young stars us-
ing this technique were presented by van Boekel et al.
(2004) and targeted three Herbig stars with the MIDI
instrument. Comparing the MIDI correlated flux spec-
tra Fcorr with the total flux spectra F (e.g. as mea-
sured with a conventional spectrograph) reveals some
significant differences in the shape of the 10µm Sili-
cate feature. The total flux spectra are representative
of ISM-like dust, while the correlated flux spectra re-
veal also some spectral features that are indicative of
crystalline dust. Given that the correlated flux is the
product of the total flux with the visibility amplitude
(Fcorr = F · V ), these differences can be interpreted
with a spatial gradient in dust mineralogy, where the
ISM-like dust is located on larger stellocentric radii and
are therefore resolved out on the interferometric base-
line. So far, this method has been applied only to a
few HAeBe and TTauri stars (Schegerer et al. 2009),
but this is certainly a very promising topic for further
studies.
6 Gas kinematics constraints
While the circumstellar dust provides most of the
infrared continuum opacity, the mass of pre-main-
sequence disks is dominated by circumstellar gas. Spec-
trally dispersed interferometric observations allow us
to trace this gas content directly, for instance through
observations in the Brγ 2.16µm or Hα 656 nm hydro-
gen recombination line, or in the CO bandheads at
2.3µm. These lines are commonly observed towards
HAeBe stars, but it is still unknown which processes in
the disk are traced by these diagnostic lines.
Spectroscopic surveys showed that the equivalent
width of the Brγ line correlates with the mass accre-
tion rate, which has resulted in the idea that this line
is a direct tracer of the hot gas that is transported onto
the stellar surface through magnetospheric accretion
columns. Observations with the VLTI/AMBER and
Keck/V2-SPR instrument support this interpretation
for TTauri and very late-type HerbigAe stars, where
the visibilities measured within the line indicate that
the line emission originates from just a few stellar radii
from the star (Kraus et al. 2009a; Eisner et al. 2010,
2014). However, many high-luminosity sources show a
significantly more extended line-emission region, which
is not consistent with a magnetospheric accretion sce-
nario. For instance, the Brγ-line emission of the Her-
big B[e] stars MWC297 (Malbet et al. 2007; Kraus et al.
2008b; Weigelt et al. 2011), MWC158 (Ellerbroek et al.
2014), and V921 Scorpii (Kraus et al. 2012b) extends
∼ 1.6 au, 3 au, and 6.7 au, respectively. Given this sur-
prising finding that the Brγ-line can trace both mass
infall and outflow, it has been proposed that at least
for some HAeBe stars, Brγ is not a primary tracer of
accretion, but indirectly linked to the accretion rate,
e.g. via accretion-driven mass loss (Kraus et al. 2008b).
Besides measuring the “integrated” size of the line-
emitting region, some observations were also able to
spectrally resolve the line and to study the geometry of
the line-emitting region as function of velocity. Such gas
kinematics studies can be conducted using AMBER’s
unique high spectral dispersion mode of R = λ/∆λ =
12 000. For the Herbig B[e] stars V921 Scorpii (Kraus
et al. 2012a) and MWC158 (Ellerbroek et al. 2014), it
was found that the Brγ-emitting gas is in Keplerian
rotation in the inner disk. Observations on MWC297,
on the other hand, had to invoked a more complex disk
wind model (Weigelt et al. 2011).
7Also the Hα line has been associated both with ac-
cretion and outflow processes and spectroscopic obser-
vations are often not able to discern between these
different mechansims. Visual-wavelength interferome-
try, for instance with the CHARA/VEGA instrument,
can provide now fundamentally new constraints to dis-
tinguish between these models. So far, Hα spectro-
interferometry have been reported for only two HAeBe
stars, namely ABAurigae (Rousselet-Perraut et al.
2010) and MWC158 (Ellerbroek et al. 2014). In both
cases, the measurements indicate that the line-emitting
region is more extended than what would be expected
from a magnetosphere accretion scenario and the mea-
surements appear more consistent with an X-wind or
disk-wind geometry, although it should be noted that
the measurement uncertainties are still very large in the
current data sets.
Besides the hydrogen recombination lines, spectro-
interferometric observations have also been conducted
in the 2.3µm bandhead lines of carbon monoxide (CO).
Spectroscopic observations suggest that the CO line
emission originates from interior to the dust sublima-
tion radius, but outside the corotation radius of the
central stars (Ilee et al. 2014). Observations on the Her-
big Be star 51Ophiuchi (Tatulli et al. 2008), the B[e]
star HD85567 (Wheelwright et al. 2013), and the lower-
mass objects AS 353A and V1331Cyg (Eisner et al.
2014) confirm this hypothesis. With a spectral reso-
lution R . 2000, the existing observations are not yet
able to resolve the individual bandheads, but this could
be achieved with future observations using AMBER’s
high spectral resolution mode.
7 Multiplicity studies
Detecting binaries and tracing their orbital motion is
a classical application of optical long-baseline interfer-
ometry. Optical interferometric observations have lead
to the discovery of previously unknown companions
around HAeBe stars, including V921 Scorpii (Kraus
et al. 2012b) and MWC300 (Wang et al. 2012), and
provided orbit measurements of previously known bina-
ries, such as MWC361 (Millan-Gabet et al. 2001; Mon-
nier et al. 2006) and HD104237 (Garcia et al. 2013).
With separations of a few astronomical units, the or-
bital period of these systems is relatively short (few
years to a few tens of years), which makes it possible to
trace the orbital motion of these systems on convenient
timescales. Combining such astrometric orbits with ra-
dial velocity measurements can yield direct measure-
ments of the system mass, providing important input
for the calibration of pre-main-sequence evolutionary
tracks.
For three systems, it has also been possible to obtain
spectro-interferometric observations in spectral lines at
different phases in the binary orbit and to investigate
whether the companion might trigger enhanced mass-
accretion events close to periastron passage. Observa-
tions with the CHARA/VEGA instrument targeted the
Herbig Be star MWC361 in the Hα line (Benisty et al.
2013) and found that the equivalent width as well as the
spatial extend of the Hα-line emitting region increased
close to periastron passage. The authors propose that
this might indicate the presence of a non-spherical wind
that is enhanced at periastron. Observations on the
Herbig Ae star HD104237 targeted the Brγ line and
found also here an equivalent width increase by factor
∼ 2 near periastron (Garcia et al. 2013). The authors
suggest a scenario, where a stellar wind is collimated
by a circumbinary disk wind.
8 Conclusions
Optical interferometry has matured considerably over
the last decade and HAeBe disk research is the field
that might have benefitted the most from these ad-
vancements, both due to the favourable infrared bright-
ness of these objects and their relatively large angu-
lar size. It is clear that the existing studies are still
limited by the poor uv-coverage and the use of mod-
erate baseline lengths, which restricts the possibilities
for studying complex disk structures and for obtain-
ing model-independent results. The upcoming genera-
tion of VLTI 4-telescope instruments and possible new
CHARA 6-telescope beam combiner will mitigate these
limiations and enable routine au-scale interferometric
imaging, which will make optical interferometry also
more accessible for non-experts. In the longer future,
facilities with larger number of apertures could image
the complex structures that are expected at different
stages of protoplanetary disks evolution and planet for-
mation (Monnier et al. 2014; Kraus et al. 2014), un-
leashing the full potential of this fascinating technique.
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